
RTP Game Features 

Win Probabilities

Pigs Turn Wild
With Swooping Reels in combination with  the 
Pigs Turn Wild  feature, all winning rounds 
count – and they can go on for  a long time!

  For every second Swoop,  one of the three Pig 
symbols will turn into  a Wild symbol. 6 
consecutive Swoops will turn all three Pigs into 
wilds!

Free Spinst
ThThis is where the real magic happens! When 
you get 3 Bonus Scatter  symbols, you get 10 free 
spins with the Blowing Down the House feature. 
Blowing Down the House Free Spins In this 
Free Spins Bonus game, you watch the wolf 
catch the pigs and blow down their house! 

YYou can collect moon symbols on the last 
reel for extra Free Spins and a chance to 
get a x2 multiplier. 
The Pigs Turn Wild feature is active during 
Free Spins.

Game ID           bigbadwolf90
Resolution                        16:9
Channels                    Desktop 
                                     & Mobile
Volatility                        4 (1-5)
Min bet                           € 0,25
MaMax bet                            € 125
Default bet                          € 1

Base Game
Base Feature
Free Spins  
Total:

37,49%
25,10%
27,42%
90,01%

Max payout x bet observed in 1 billion spins                                2103 
Probability of winning 100x bet                                                 1 in 1331 

 Information

For promotional material  please visit 
          clientarea.quickspin.com 

BIG BAD WOLF
Watch out little pigs, the Big Bad Wolf is 
back and he will and puff until he blows all 
your houses down.

SSwooping Reels combined with the Pigs 
turn Wild feature can make the game 
rounds go on, and on, and on… 
continuously adding more coins to your 
account. And the Free Spins bonus is 
where the real magic happens! Here, you 
can collect Moon symbols to help the Wolf 
blblow down all three houses and get 
rewards along the way.

With all it has to offer, there’s no wonder 
Big Bad Wolf earned a prestigious ‘Game 
of the Year’ award at the EGR Operator 
Awards! This awesome game will blow you 
away!


